What Can I Do with 5 GB of Wireless a Checkout?

5 GB = 5,000 MB

Individual Amounts

Lighter Use

- 100 emails a day = 29 MB per checkout
- 50 websites a day = 586 MB per checkout (if a website doesn’t include video)
- 60 minutes of turn-by-turn auto navigation per day = 150 MB per checkout

Medium Use

- 30 audio track downloads per checkout = 210 MB per checkout
- 300 photos uploaded per checkout = 900 MB per checkout

Heavy Use

- 60 minutes a day streaming music = 1,800 MB per checkout
- 1 two-hour Standard Def movie per checkout = 1,300 MB per checkout
- 1 two-hour HD movie per checkout = 4,096 MB per checkout
- 10 minutes video calling per day = 3,600 MB per checkout

Sample Usage Cases

- Sending 100 emails, visiting 50 web pages, and streaming 15 minutes of music every day for an entire checkout will use a little more than 1 GB.
- Downloading 100 audio tracks, streaming 30 hours of music, and uploading 500 photos during a checkout will use around 4 GB.

Considerations

- Videos, movies, and audio go through data very quickly.
- Social network sites often have video in newsfeeds.
- See https://www.uscellular.com/data/data-estimator.html to use data calculator for further data scenarios and combinations.